
Beauty and the Live Art Beast 

 

“Beauty is difficult.”  

Response by Austrian Cultural Forum artist-in-residence Isabel 

Rocamora, when questioned about her work. 

 

This recent statement offers an appealing segue of thought into the Beauty Contest 

exhibition. From a Live Art perspective, the myriad notions of beauty and its attendant 

difficulties reflect the spectrum of Live Art practices where the subject is continually 

contested, admonished, celebrated, contradicted and otherwise exploded. It’s a 

beautiful beast. 

 

When considering the beauty contest literally, wide-ranging approaches abound in 

contemporary performative practices. For example, live artist George Chakravarthi is 

soon to present Miss United Kingdom (an archive), a dance floor-posing piece in the 

Clore Ballroom at the Royal Festival Hall in London. The show is billed: “In celebration 

of the retro brilliance and absurdity of beauty contests in the UK, three British beauty 

queens from different eras - 1966, 1975 & 1994 - in swimwear, eveningwear and 

‘Regional’ costume will sashay new undertones to the once light viewing”. There is a 

distinct clue to Chakravarthi’s creative intentions in that last phrase and in the show’s 

tagline: “Let’s put the Black in the Union Jack”. 

 

Meanwhile, New York City’s investigative theater company The Civilians is developing a 

new work inspired by the annual beauty pageant held in El Buen Pastor, the national 

women’s prison in Bogotá Colombia. The piece will be informed by research and 

interviews with the participating and non-participating inmates, guards, prison staff, 

judges (who are often national celebrities, local journalists, or members of the military), 

and various professionals who come into the prison to coach the contestants. Will art 

critics and feminist theorists address or dismiss the aesthetics and politics of this beauty 

contest behind bars? 



The related catwalk parade calls to mind acclaimed British artist Franko B, walking 

stoically across the dramatically floor-lit white runway installed in the Turbine Hall of 

London’s Tate Modern (2002). Here he offered to spectators his whited, naked, 

bleeding body in what has been controversially called generous, evidential, sacrificial, 

victim, victor and sublime. Of the many works presented in Tate’s Turbine Hall, Franko’s 

iconic catwalk piece (entitled I Miss You!) prevails, in its simplicity and insoluble 

complexity; the clear winner of that beauty contest. 

 

“For beauty is nothing but the beginning of terror which we 

are barely able to endure, and it amazes us so, because it 

serenely disdains to destroy us.” 

– Rainer Maria Rilke 

 

To venture further down this irresistible path to consider beauty, there are few artists 

within the contemporary performative context that take us as far as Italian company 

Societas Raffaello Sanzio, widely regarded as “Europe’s most audacious theater 

company” of our time (Alan Read, Professor of Theatre, King’s College London). Even 

without knowledge of the rigorous motives behind its spectacle, to experience this work 

is devastatingly beautiful. These productions induce large-scale staggering moments 

that are typically extreme in sight and sound, surreal, lush, shocking and cathartic. The 

temporality of Live Art makes these profound artistic experiences of beauty uniquely 

precious, and ultimately personal. 

!
Experiences that elicit strong emotive responses often tap into the fertile area of 

taboos, and artists inevitably cannot resist awakening these sleeping beauties. While 

some social taboos such as transgender representation have arguably narrowed with 

progressive cultural attitudes and fashionable trends (in some countries at least), there 

remain other distinct beauty taboos. Censorship persists of artists’ work including 

children (eg. Nan Goldin’s photograph Klara and Edda Belly-Dancing) with typical 

sexually repressed misinterpretations of the beauty of innocence as pornography. Yet, 



when young girls are put through an extensive “beautification” process and placed 

within the framework of child beauty pageants, it bizarrely becomes more acceptable, 

albeit as a kind of perverse theater.  

 

At the other end of this spectrum is the aging woman. A bold tackling of this beauty 

taboo by literally undressing it is a hallmark in the work of live artist Lois Weaver (aka 

alter-ego Tammy WhyNot) who bears all in her “reverse strip tease”. Since 1980, 

Weaver is also co-founder with Peggy Shaw of Split Britches, a performance art 

establishment of the New York City downtown art scene. Their recent show Miss 

America was inspired by 67-year old Shaw who had a dream she was crowned Miss 

America. The piece takes aging and beauty as the starting point to comment on a 

culture obsessed with winning a losing contest and the dissolution of the American 

Dream. 

 

The aging beauty taboo remains potent and is commonly sidestepped by the 

preoccupation in counter-aging, as seen through celebrity culture and the cosmetic 

surgery industry. Contrary to the purpose of rejuvenation, French artist Orlan famously 

used cosmetic surgery to comment on the standards of female beauty through her 

iconic body-based practice she called “carnal art”. This work evolved over a period of 

years in the 1990s in which she acquired features of women in famous paintings and 

sculptures as depicted by male artists. The surgeries, filmed as performance pieces, 

were made as elaborate art installations where she read her carnal art manifesto and 

the medical staff participated in costume. 

!
While Orlan’s self-defined “modified ready-made” work may be considered an extreme 

response to classical representation of women by men, it also indicates the modern 

beauty taboo of men re-venturing into this territory within a critical contemporary 

context. This particular taboo is beautifully broken in the performance Shade 

Compositions by male artist Rashaad Newsome (whose elaborately framed collage of 

bling, Grand Marquise of Brooklyn, is in the Beauty Contest show). In Shade 



Compositions (2009), Newsome conducts an elegant chorus of black women in a 

complex layered rhythm of sounds, words and gestures of distinctly black female 

expressions of disapproval and sass. The performance seems to capture these 

expressions as a reclamation from their adopted use by wider popular culture, remixes 

and defines them within a finely orchestrated score of linguistics and body language as 

a celebration of black women’s beauty. The inventive artistry in Newsome’s seamless 

assemblage of the culturally-specific vernacular into a formal Live Art work enables 

beauty and form to be critically considered.  

!
Artists have clearly never tired of or given up on beauty. It is a beast continually 

reckoned with in Live Art practices, through flagrant breaking and delicate subversions 

of the conventional. As in the performative works mentioned, we detect these themes 

throughout the Beauty Contest exhibition at the Austrian Cultural Forum: racial, female 

empowerment and social politics, the transgressive body, annihilation and taboos. For 

example, the reinterpretation of classical contexts of beauty with black representation 

receives another layer of treatment within the music video of Kalup Linzy’s Fuck U. The 

photograph of Birgit Jürgenssen presents a feminist challenge with a backward facing 

woman (as in a standard mugshot pose) that negates the assertion clearly written on 

her body- “Jeder hat seine eigene Ansicht/ Everybody has his own point of view”. 

Meanwhile, the humorous texts in the self-portraiture works of Matthias Hermann are 

an invitation to consider the cheeky indiscretions that his body offers. The painting of 

Muntean and Rosenblum portrays the ephemeral beauty of youth in a fleeting existence 

amidst impending doom, while a hint of the age taboo is found in the self-portrait by 

senior artist Maria Lassnig. But perhaps this futile end of the beauty contest is most 

implicit in the relentless competitive clamor to survive in Anna Jermolaewa’s video The 

way up.  

 

There are many more artists’ works to discover in the exhibition with a vast range of 

approaches in their explorations of beauty. They may lead us to continue drawing 

points of reference after we leave the gallery, as we step outside into a city with infinite 



fashionable currency on the subject (such as the Alexander McQueen show Savage 

Beauty at The Met). We are all curators of beauty with very diverse definitions that 

inform our private collections of experiences. The real winner of the contest is not 

proclaimed by any ‘expert’, but it is upon each of us to continually consider, select, 

debate, reconsider--and to behold the difficult beast.  

 

Salette Gressett, Live Art Cultural Manager, 2011 

 


